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Oberau 4-8
65594 Runkel-Ennerich, Deutschland

E-Mail   info@rescue-tec.de
Tel.:      +49-6482-608900
Fax.:     +49-6482-608920

• schnell im Service
• kompetent in der Beratung

• zuverlässig in der Abwicklung

rescue-tec Rope Pouch Bad
Homburg, and compartment for Fire
Escape Hood

Order number: ID-158

Version of the rope pouch Dorsten (HO-01218) developed with
the fire brigade Bad Homburg for 30 m rescue rope (DIN
14920) or up to 100 m guide rope, fires escape hood and
more.

This rope pouch for capturing fragments can be fastened to
nearly every breathing apparatus. It is hooked with one hook
to the top retention belt of the breathing air cylinder and
fastened using a rubber band over the cylinder valve. The
pouch can be hooked off using a handle (pulled upwards) and
removed. Alternatively, the rope pouch can also be carried
over the shoulder with the securely sewn shoulder strap.
When not in use, the shoulder strap is stowed behind a flap
with Velcro.

The rope can be fastened on the inside of the pouch with a
carabiner. This way, when using this as a means to secure a
return route, a secure connection is assured. The escape
opening on the underside, which can be shut tight, makes it
possible to prevent the rope running out in an uncontrolled
way. In the rope pouch, which is 2-3 cm longer, the rescue
rope is not stuffed but stowed wrapped.

The compartment on the top offers space for a fire escape
hood (without outer packaging). There is space for two 3D
wooden wedges, a tubular loop (180 cm) with HMS carabiner
and five ribbon for marking doors in the outside
compartments. They are easy and safe to reach for the
respirator wearer, even when visibility is zero, and are
protected by the precisely fitting, tightly fitting cover flap.
(without content)

material: Nomex, red
dimensions: 52 cm x Ø 18 cm
weight: 0.37 kg


